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Abstract 

Social media are online platforms where social communications and 
relationships are established and where people share information over the 
internet. This paper has tried to show the impact of social media tools such as 
Facebook, Linkedlin, Twitter, Friendster and similar technologies on modern 
day youths and concludes that they have both positive and negative impacts. It 
recommends that due to their negative impacts, social media services should 
be utilized more for the cognitive development of youths than for social 
development. Again parents and establishments charged with the 
responsibility of bringing up youths should restrict the use of social media 
facilities to the time and period when they can be more beneficial to youths.  
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Wikipedia, the free encycolopedia defines social media as “the means of 
interactions among people in which they create, share, and exchange information and 
ideas in virtual communities and networks. It can also be referred to as the locations 
with highly accessible and sharable content. Social media depend on mobile and web-
based technologies to create highly interactive platforms through which people and 
communities share, cocreate, discuss and modify user – generated content. 
 

In social media, people share various types of personal experiences ranging 
from life stories to the usefulness of a product or service purchased through social 
media such as Facebook, Linkedln, Twitter, Friendster, etc. The possibility to make 
shared content reach more people is increased when they are shared with popular 
individuals or if the shared content gains good interest. Social media sites such as 
Facebook, Twilter, Myspace, Friendster, Youtube, etc; are described as social because 
they allow communication with friends and strengthen ties between members of these 
networks in the space of the internet. These sites play influenced roles in decision-
making at world events and in economic, political, social and educational issues in the 
globe. 
 

Besides the various ways social media have affected lives positively in modern 
society, they are changing the ways users communicate among themselves. They are 
even becoming alternatives to the traditional and conventional media such as radio, 
television, and newspapers, etc. However, social media are different from traditional 
media in the sense that social media are relatively cheaper, and their access devices are 
open to everybody unlike in conventional media such as radio, television, newspaper, 
film, etc; which are associated with high costs. Social media are comparatively 
inexpensive and accessible and enable private individuals to publish or access 
information. Conventional media require significant resources to publish information. 
The common characteristics social media have with traditional media according is the 
ability to reach small or large audience (Jordan, 1999). In both social media and 
traditional media, content may reach nobody or millions of people. But social media 
have exclusive ability to perform in an interactive manner. 

 
Today, it is common for youths to interact with one another under social media 
platforms such as twitter, blogs, Facebook, Myspace, Friendster, etc; where self 
generated contents of users are shared by not only students, but by other professionals. 
There are many social media tools, but the most common among youths which will be 
discussed here are Facebook, Linkedlin, Twitter and Friendster. These four social 
media will represent social media tools and other similar technologies in this paper. 
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Social Media Tools 
Facebook and the other social media tools are increasingly objects of scholarly 

research (Kelsey, 2010). Such research findings will be incorporated in our discussion 
of social media tools below: 
 
Facebook 

Facebook has recently recorded more than 50 million users and is the most 
popular social meida tool. Facebook began in 2004 as Harvard University network 
designed to support the university network only (Jones 2010). To access facebook.com, 
the user must create an account on the site which is free. Facebook terms of use state 
that members must be at least 13 years old and posses email ID’S. After updating your 
details, your facebook profile is generated. Using facebook.com you can: 
1. Browse and join networks which are organized into four categories; regions, 

colleges, workplaces and high schools. 
2. You can also pull contacts from a web-based e-mail account, into facebook.com. 
3. Find friends in several ways, including searching engine to look for a specific 

person and others. 
 
Research findings show that facebook is the largest social media network with 

the largest audience compared to similar media, particularly because it enables people 
to communicate with their friends and exchange multimedia-based information. 
Facebook has also gained a unique position in learning technology for educational 
purposes. 
 
Linkedln 

Linkedlin is an online social media for business professionals, which is 
designed specifically for professional networking, to help them find a job, discover 
sales leads, connect with potential business partners. Unlike most of the other social 
media, linkedln does not focuse on making friends or sharing media like photos, videos 
and music. To start using linkedlin, you will register and create a profile page and 
provide personal information. You can update the profile with your education and job 
details. Additionally, you can also give and receive recommendations from co-workers 
and superior officers. More than 75 million professionals are registered on Linkedlin 
according to research reports (http;//onlinelibrary.wiley.com/don) 
 
Twitter 

Twitter is one of the most popular micro-blogging social networking service 
provider. When you have a twitter account, the user can use the service to post and 
receive to a network of contacts, as opposed to sending bulk email messages. A user 
can build a network of contacts and invite others to receive his tweets, and can follow 
other members’ posts. Twitter allows users to post up to 140 messages or less. It 
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enables users to answer questions such as “what are you doing? Twitter helps people to 
post messages and when people do this, they are “tweeting”; when someone subscribes 
to a user’s posts, such persons are following the user and become one of the user’s 
followers. By using twitters, users keep their followers up-to date on the most current 
projects and details. 
 
Friendster 

Friendster was designed as a social media tool to connect with friends, family, 
colleagues and new friends over the internet (Wikipedia). Using Friendster, one can 
connect with friends and families, meet new people through connections one already 
has, find people with similar interests, background or geographical locations. Using 
Friendster, one can join groups, activity, school or interest; interact through messages, 
games, blogs and application sharing. 
 
These four social media discussed above and other similar technologies require users to 
register themselves online and create e-mail address or join a region address. Another 
characteristic of social media is its ability to reach small or large audience. 
 
The benefits of using these four social media and similar technologies are as follows; 
1. The main purpose for general social media tools is to serve as a social platform 

where people can reunite with old friends, stay connected with current ones, and 
make new acquaintances. Since most of these platforms offer free of cost 
membership, they are inexpensive means of socializing; serving various personal 
needs. 
 

2. These sites provide a plateform for youths to show their presence online. One can 
post his/her personal profile which may include one’s hobbies, descriptions, likes 
and dislikes. With online presence, one can flaunt his/her abilities and gauge 
his/her social stature which boosts one’s self confidence and self esteem; etc. 
 

3. Though social networks are meant for socializing, they serve another purpose-
that purpose is the promotion of one’s own business. Social media platforms 
generate a lot of business. They enable the establishments of one’s business 
among a wide variety of prospective clients.  
 

4. There is also an environment of social exchange. While sending messages and 
chatting, youths become aware of the textual communication which indirectly 
sharpens their communication sills. These skills are helpful in real life situations. 
Again when youths advance messages and receive feedback, and truth, it enables 
mind-sharing.  
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Impact of Social Media on Youths/Students 
Social media tools discussed above have become increasingly integrated into 

the life and activities of modern day youths. This has multitude of implications and 
impact on the youths. This paper will consider both the positive and negative impacts 
of social media on youths development in modern society below: 
 
Positive Impacts of Social Media on Youths Development 
1. Effective use of features and opportunities of social media support educational 

development of youths. The Digital youth project study conducted at the 
university of southern California and University of California at Berkeley, found 
out “that the digital world is creating new opportunities for young people to 
grapple with social norms, explore interests, develop skills and work on new 
forms of self expression. In support of this view, Balci (2010) notes that users of 
social media are more globally aware since they have access to global issues and 
the chance to read about global events.  
 

2. Studies show that the utilization of social media tools to support teaching and 
learning of students / youths has become meaningful and widespread Awi (2010). 
Facebook for instance is used in the delivery of information, group assignments, 
reference books and course sessions. Instructors can send materials, addresses of 
websites and videos regarding courses on Facebook and other presentations, 
assignments and other products of students / youths that can be shared by 
forming links through social media. In all, social media services provide enriched 
educational opportunities and curriculum for youths/ students. 
 

3. Another important use of social media in development of youths / students that is 
worth mentioning here is the use of social media in science communities. New 
biotechnology firms are using social media tools to share exchange of scientific 
knowledge. By sharing information and knowledge with one another users are 
able to “increase both their learning and their flexibility in ways that would not 
be possible within a self-contained hierarchical organization. Social networking 
according to them is allowing scientific groups to expand their knowledge base 
and share their ideas. The youths/students are not left out of the benefits of such 
scientific knowledge. 
 

4. Furthermore, use of online social networks by school libraries is also increasingly 
prevalent. Social media are being used to communicate with potential library 
users as well as extending the services provided by individual libraries. 
 

5. We now know from our discussions so far that the primary function of social 
media is to provide different ways for individuals to improve communications 
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with their clients digitally. Social media application resources have improved 
communication among students / youths from different nations. Time and space 
matter less now through the practice of effective communication in social media 
among youths / students globally. These breakthroughs in communication 
through social media tools in the past decades and in the 21st century have 
spurred increases in economic activities in African countries and across national 
boundaries. 
 

6. Social media promote publicity and advertisement for students. Social media 
allow youths to publicize events, movements or products. When an individual 
creates a notice on Facebook for instance, for an uncoming party as youths 
/students do, that person is advertising. The same applies to small businesses that 
pay small amounts for adverts. So social media sites provide an advertising 
medium for youths / students’ extracurricular clubs, music, sports teams, etc; so 
social media sites such as Facebook and Myspace, allow youths to create events 
or fan pages; thereby promoting their causes at a free rate. One significant benefit 
for advertisement on social media is that everyone has equal access to some 
forms of publicity. Organizations have found out that social media sites such 
Facebook and Twitter are great ways to build their brand image.  
 

7. The use of social media by youths has promoted or enabled collaborative 
knowledge. Before now, knowledge used to be the domain of experts. But the 
unlimited possibility to interact and connect on a non-physical level makes it 
possible for users to collaborate and develop knowledge irrespective of physical 
boundaries of time and space. Today, with social networks, knowledge is handed 
over to anyone with access to the internet unlike before when it used to be only 
the domain of experts. So, the increase on participation in the creation of 
knowledge has made positive impacts on formal, informal and non-formal 
education of the modern youths / students. 
 

8. Social media is now very popular among youths at various levels of education. 
This is because the teacher now uses social media to supplement teaching and 
learning in traditional classroom environments. For example, research works 
show that the new web 2.0 technologies built into most social media services 
promote conferencing, interaction, creation, research on a global scale, thereby 
enabling the educationist’s sector to share curriculum related resources as well as 
discuss curriculum related content for students. So, social media services can 
become research tools as well as learning platforms for both students and 
teachers. 
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9. Finally, social media sites facilitate conversations among youths at a cheap rate. 
These conversations take place for various reasons, youths tweet, blog et cetera 
to meet, to find love, to meet new like-minded youths, to build self-esteem, or to 
get information on products or services very easily at a cheap rate. So, social 
media services are flexible, youth friendly, cheap and open to youths unlike 
conventional media such as radio, television, newspapers, etc; which are 
associated with high costs. 
 

Negative Impact of Social Media on Youths / Students 
Despite the above positive impacts of social media on youths in modern 

society, there are however, notable constraints in the use of social media by youths. 
Such include: 
 
Privacy 

Social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter are open for anyone that 
wants to participate. Facebok users for example voluntarily list personal details such as 
addresses, phone numbers, favourate TV shows, likes and dislikes, etc. Research 
studies have shown that users, particularly youths, express powerful concerns about 
privacy of personal information given but are less vigilant about safeguarding the 
information they give out. So, privacy is one of the obstacles that youths face in the use 
of social media. 
 
Quality Friendship 

Through social media, youths/students have many friends, but the quality and 
integrity of these friendship are sometimes douthful. Again data on these social media 
platforms for a person such as his/her age or location may not always be 100% true and 
reliable. While social media sites can provide youths opportunity to present a positive 
and accurate self image, there is an equal potential to abuse this openness. So, having 
many friends through social sites is likely to be more harmful to youths than good. 
 
Waste of Time 

Waste of study time on social media practices are obvious. The dark side of 
social media according to scholars is compelling educational organization and 
organizations to keep Facebook, twitter at arm’s length from students / youths. 
 
Conclusion 

Social media refer to online service platforms with accessible and sharable 
contents. The significance of these social media tools discussed in this paper is around 
us. These digital technologies have won critical acclaim in Nigeria and in the world at 
large. 
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This paper has tried to consider the impact of the use of social media tools on 
youths/students development and has come out with a clear conclusion that the use of 
social media application and resources have both positive and negative impacts on the 
modern day youths such as: 
1. Making students/youths globally knowledgeable. 
2. Enriching educational opportunities and curriculum for youths / students. 
3. Expanding scientific knowledge of students/youths. 
4. Providing advertising media for students/youths. 
5. Enabling collaborative knowledge on formal, informal and non formal education 

of modern youths/students 
6. Promoting increased research work among youths/students. 
7. Promoting improved communication among youths globally. 
8. Lack or abuse of privacy for youths. 
9. Waste of study time by youths/students. 
10. Possibility of having “friends” without honour or integrity. 

 
Recommendations 

This paper recommends that social media practices and resources should be 
utilized by educational bodies to harness and promote cognitive development of youths 
more than social development. Parents should monitor their underage children and 
guard against their use of social media tools. 
Organizations or establishments charged with the responsibility of bringing up youths 
should restrict the use of social media facilities to particular time and period when they 
can be beneficial to the youths.   
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